
 NEW TEMPLE/ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION 
 Rom. 1:22-23 "Claiming to be wise, they have become fools! 23  In fact, they have exchanged 
the glory of the immortal Elohim for mere images, like a mortal human being, or like birds, animals or 
reptiles!"  
 The building of a New Temple is often associated with the "Abomination of Desolation" referred to in 
Mark 13:14. It obviously links thematically to Rev. 17:5-6, and those verses automatically thematically link to 
Rev. 13:5-7. Let's have a look at the Abomination reference here and take it from there.  
REVELATION 17:5-6  NAME AND ACTIVITY OF THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS 

Rev. 17:5-6 (KJV) says, “And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY BABYLON THE 
GREAT,....THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.” 6 And I saw the 
woman drunk with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the witnesses of Yeshua. And when I 
saw her, I wondered greatly.  
  Do you recall another place in the Gospel that warns us about the abomination of desolation, 
the harlot of Rome? 
Mark 13:14 “But when you see the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION standing where it should not be (let the 
reader understand), then those who are in Judea must flee to the mountains. Here, Mark is prophesying. 
    Many believe when the abomination of desolation takes place, those living in Judea must flee. They 
must flee for 1260 days (many think to Mt. Sinai) and then return. This is considered the Greater Exodus for 
everyone, others must flee from cities, towns, etc. into the outer areas. We see the image set up and see our 
brothers scatter into the wilderness, then we scatter. Many believe the resurrection will take place and we will 
all go to Israel supernaturally, apport, etc. Some will travel there by natural means. 
    The religion of the prostitute is first seen in Gen. 11:1-9. It was here at Babel where the people began 
to build an enormous structure towards the heaven. Archaeologists have suggested that this structure was 
probably a ziggurat used in the worship of pagan gods. According to Gen. 10:8-10 the chief architect behind 
Babel was Nimrod. I would like to quote an excerpt from John Walvoord’s Commentary on Revelation: Ancient 
accounts indicate that the wife of Nimrod became the head of the so-called Babylonian mysteries, which 
consisted of secret religious rites which were developed as part of the worship of idols in Babylon. She was 
known as Semiramis and was a high priestess of idol worship. According to legend, Semiramis gave birth to a 
son who she claimed was conceived miraculously. This son, given the name Tammuz, was considered a savior 
of his people and was, in effect, a false messiah. The legend of the mother and child was incorporated into the 
religious rites and is repeated in various pagan religions. Idols picturing the mother as the queen of heaven 
with the babe in her arms are found throughout the ancient world as well as many proclaimed christian 
churches. This Babylonian false religion had a priestly order which furthered the worship of the mother and 
child. They practised the sprinkling of holy water, and established an order of virgins dedicated to religious 
prostitution. Tammuz, the son, was said to have been killed by a wild beast and afterward brought back to life 
(obviously a Satanic counterfeit). Are you getting the picture? 
 The prophet Ezekiel protests against the ceremony of weeping for Tammuz (Ezek. 8:14). Jeremiah also 
condemns the making of cakes for the queen of heaven (Jer. 7:18-19). The worship of Baal was another form 
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of this same mystery religion originating in Babylon. The Babylonian mystery religion found its way into other 
cultures and religions. The Babylonian cult even found its way into the city of Pergamos, which was one of the 

recipients of the book of Revelation. Rev. 2:12-17 we learn that the 
Believers in Pergamos held to the teaching of Balaam, which involved 
eating food sacrificed to idols, and to commit fornication. Fornication 
meant those (male or females) having sexual intercourse with the fertility 
temple prostitutes. They also held to the teaching of the Nicolaitans, 
which was a teaching that advocated the control of the people (laity) by 
the clergy. The chief priests of the Babylonian cult wore crowns in the 
form of the head of a fish, in recognition of Dagon the fish god. The 
crowns had the title “Keeper of the Bridge,” which was the bridge 
between man and Satan. The Roman equivalent (pontifex maximus) 
was used by Caesars, Romans emperors, and was adopted as the title 
for the bishop of Rome.  
What will/would be the ultimate abomination of desolation?  
 Yeshua told us to focus on the “abomination of desolation”, not all 
the other things. The prophets focused on the restoration of all things 
leading to the abomination and the greater Exodus. Now we need to 
focus on what that abomination of desolation really is or can be.  

 The ultimate abomination of desolation will be (according to many) when the anti-messiah sits 
on the judgement seat of the ark of the covenant. Many assume this would take place somehow in the Holy 
Of Holies, but this is not what is spoken of. This takes place in the Temple area, (probably in winter), not 
necessarily in the Temple itself, which does not exist anymore No New Temple will be built. In Israel the area of 
the Temple of old is often referred to as the Temple. 
 We now know (thanks to Ron Wyatt in 1982), that the ark may be hidden under the Temple ruins in 
Jeremiah’s Grotto and will some day be brought forward. This is Satan’s ultimate goal on earth. To try to put 
himself above the Almighty. There is nothing more sacred than the ark of the covenant when it comes to 
material things on earth. To have possession and control of the ark would be very symbolic, if only for a 
moment. When this takes place is not known for sure, but I believe it just might happen. 
ANOTHER THEORY 

 The following is another fairly popular belief in the order of things. Many believe the Great Tribulation 
begins with the "abomination of desolation". They believe an altar will be built on the Temple Mount and 
sacrifices will be made by Political Jews. When the altar sacrifices are shut down they think it begins the 
counting of the tribulation. The image of the beast is set up and from that point in time there will be 1290 days 
till the Great day, "but blessed is he who keeps waiting and attains to the 1335 days," which is 45 days 
beyond (Dan. 12:11-12).  
 Passover will occur immediately after the abomination of desolation and the people will make Exodus. 
The people will leave their cities and homes and head out into the wilderness and establish the camp of the 
righteous similar to what they did at the time of the Exodus. The sealing of the 1440 will take place when the 
people are in the camps after the Passover, a couple months into the 1290 day period (Ezek. 9:4). It's not part 
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of the 30 minutes of silence in heaven.  
 Some have gone so far as to say that when Peter was talking about "judgement begins in the House of 
Adonai", he was referring to this situation when many leaders will say that setting up the altar for sacrifices is 
the real "abomination of desolation. Many say that Yah will not allow these people to be part of His kingdom. 
When Ezekiel 9 asked Yah if His intent was to destroy a whole group of the remnant of Israel, this is what he 
was referring to. Those who are against the altar sacrifice are participating with the abomination of desolation 
which will soon after take place. They will not even participate in the tribulation, they will be judged and 
removed from the face of the earth. Ezek. 9 is the first judgement to take place in the Book of Revelation, not 
the first seal. 
 The "blessed day" will be the first day of the feast of tabernacles and the fall holidays will end this 45 
day period of Trumpets, Atonement and Tabernacles. These fall days speak of what Yeshua is coming to do; 
which is the resurrection, the day of the Lord, and establishing the kingdom and all the work of restoration. The 
prophetic meaning of these holidays will be fulfilled in the 45 day period immediately following the tribulation. 
 Until this period of time in the scriptures, the anti-Messiah has been coming against the BRIDE of Yah. 
When he does this abomination of desolation, whatever form that may be, he will be coming directly against 
the GROOM. I believe that Yah will step in immediately and all hell will break loose. Coming against His bride, 
even though they are protected, is one thing, coming against EL Gibor, Yah Almighty, is a whole other thing. 
Poking the eye of His children is one thing, poking His eye is a whole different matter. At this point it becomes 
very very personal. 
 As Yeshua once rode a donkey into Jerusalem to celebrate His final Passover, so to the anti-
Messiah will sit on his throne on exactly Aviv 10th. (Feast Of Unleavened Bread), which will be sometime 
around March-May after the biblical 6001 (sabbath year) begins. Many believe that this abomination will take 
place exactly 3 1/2 years after the anti-messiah is first publicly revealed. Many people will believe this delusion 
of a Messiah. 
NOTE: He will be able to do so because they refuse to receive the truth. Yah has sent them strong delusions 
(2Ths. 2:11-12). They have not received the love of the truth so Yah has sent them lies. “If possible even the 
elect will be fooled”. 
REVELATION 13:5-7 THE BEAST BLASPHEMIES AND MAKES WAR 
Rev. 13:5 says, “It was given a mouth speaking arrogant blasphemies; and it was given authority to act for 42 
months.”   
What does it mean to blaspheme? The Greek word for blaspheme is blasphemia (Strong’s #988) and 
denotes “to speak of Yahveh or divine things in terms of impious irreverence.” The anti-messiah will 
demonstrate and manifest all his Satanic power for 42 months (3.5 years) during the last half of the Tribulation. 
He will reveal his true identity in the middle of the tribulation (Matt. 24:15) when he blasphemes Yahveh. Refer 
back to Rev. 7 (old 6) for more details. 
Rev. 13:6 says, “So it opened its mouth in blasphemies against Yahveh to insult His name and His 
Sh’khinah, and those living in heaven.”   
Rev. 13:7 And it was given to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them; and authority over every 
tribe and people and tongue and nation was given to him.  
THE TEMPLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
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 2Ths. 2:4 “He will oppose himself to everything that people call a god or make an object of worship; he will put 
himself above them all, so that he will sit in the Temple of Yah and proclaim that he himself is Yah.”  
What and who does the anti-messiah blaspheme and why does he blaspheme?  
 The anti-messiah blasphemes Yah, Yah’s Name, Yah’s Tabernacle, and those who dwell in heaven. It is 
a very dangerous thing, the blasphemy of Yah. The true character of the anti-messiah is exposed when he 
blasphemes Yah. He blasphemes Yah because he is in a continual state of rebellion towards Yahveh. 
 Have you ever considered the Temple referred to here may be the World's Temple, "so to speak", as 
being the United Nations building in New York, Babylon. The anti-messiah, like Satan before his fall, will try to 
raise himself above Yahveh by sitting in the Temple in the United Nations Building in New York, 
proclaiming himself to be Yahveh (Isa. 14:13-14 and Ezek. 28:2). Remember, pride comes before a fall 
(Prov. 16:18), and pride was, and will be, Satan’s ultimate ruin. Contrast this to Messiah who humbled Himself 
(Philip. 2:8), and said whoever exalts himself will be humbled and whoever humbles himself will be exalted. 
NEW TEMPLE WILL NEVER BE BUILT 
YESHUA IS THE TEMPLE CORNERSTONE 
 We see the Temple, or Yeshua the cornerstone, made flesh, mentioned in Ps. 118:22, referred to in;  
Luke 20:17 "But Yeshua looked searchingly at them and said, “Then what is this which is written in the 
Tanakh, ‘The very rock which the builders rejected, has become the cornerstone" 
1Pet. 2:6 "But Yeshua looked searchingly at them and said, “Then what is this which is written in the Tanakh, 
‘The very rock which the builders rejected has become the cornerstone". 
Then we see Yeshua the Temple made flesh referred to in: 
John 2:19 " Yeshua answered them, “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up again.”  
WE ARE NOW THE TEMPLE..WE ARE NOW THE LIVING STONES OF THE TEMPLE 
Ps. 141:2 "Let my prayer be like incense set before you, my uplifted hands like an evening sacrifice".  
Ps. 116:17 "I will offer a sacrifice of thanks to you and will call on the name of ADONAI."  
Ps. 107:22 "Let them offer sacrifices of thanksgiving and proclaim His great deeds with songs of joy".  
1Sam. 15:22 "Sh’mu’el said, “Does ADONAI take as much pleasure in burnt offerings and sacrifices as in 
obeying what ADONAI says? Surely obeying is better than sacrifice, and heeding orders than the fat of 
rams".  
 We are told that we are the "living stones laid upon the chief cornerstone Yeshua, revealed in:  
2Cor. 6:16 "What agreement can there be between the temple of Elohim and idols? For we are the temple of 
the living Elohim — as Elohim said, “I will house myself in them, and I will walk among you. I will be their 
Elohim, and they will be my people.”  
1Pet. 2:5 "you yourselves, as living stones, are being built into a spiritual house to be cohanim set apart for 
Adonai to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to Him through Yeshua the Messiah". 
 The physical sacrifices done at the Temple were only there to point us to the shadow of the sacrifice. 
They were never intended to be the main focus. They were pointing the people to true attitudes, spiritual 
character and intent, which were represented in the physical sacrifice. He was telling them to sacrifice to 
get them to prove their love and obedience to Him by making these sacrifices. "To obey" is better than physical 
sacrifices. "True sacrifices are a broken spirit offered on a contrite heart, the true altar". "To obey, 
reverently submit, is better than physical sacrifices". "Thanksgiving sacrifices are "calling on Yah", telling of His 
mighty works, lifting our holy hands and voices to the Most High. 
SACRIFICES IN THE TEMPLE OF OLD 
 The transposition from physical to spiritual was accomplished when Yeshua said "it is finished". Yeshua 
revealed to us the physical sacrifice of passover as a shadow of what was to come, pointing to the 
coming of Messiah (John 6:53-54). Paul pointed it out in 1Cor. 11:23-25, Paul was revealing that the 
sacrifices have been transposed to their final spiritual state, along with the sacrificial laws in the torah.  
Hebr. 7:12 For if the [phyiscal] system of cohanim [Aaron/Levi] is transformed [transferred to Heaven], [to 
Melchizedek] there must of necessity [because the law is what gives the authority to make sacrifices] occur a 
transformation of Torah [to Heaven to serve Yeshua, now a High Priest also]. (What's in brackets is 
commentary). 
Hebr. 10:1-5 "For the Torah has in it a shadow of the good things to come, [physical to spiritual parallels], but 
not the actual manifestation of the originals [which is spiritual, true reality] Therefore, it can never, by means 
of the same [phyiscal] sacrifices repeated endlessly year after year, bring to the goal those who 
approach the Holy Place to offer them. 2 Otherwise, wouldn’t the offering of those sacrifices have ceased? 
For if the people performing the service had been cleansed once and for all, they would no longer have sins on 
their conscience [physical], 3 No, it is quite the contrary — in these sacrifices is a reminder [physical to 
spiritual parallel] of sins, year after year. 4 For it is impossible that the blood of bulls and goats should take 
away sins. 5 This is why, on coming into the world, He says, “It has not been your will to have an animal 
sacrifice and a meal offering; rather, you have prepared for me a body". (What's in brackets is commentary). 
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Hebr. 10:6-16 quoting (Ps. 40:6-8) "No, you have not been pleased with burnt offerings and sin offerings. 7  
Then I said, ‘Look! In the scroll of the book it is written about me. I have come to do your will.’” 8 In saying first, 
“You neither willed nor were pleased with animal sacrifices, meal offerings, burnt offerings and sin 
offerings,” things which are offered in accordance with the Torah; 9 and then, “Look, I have come to do your 
will”; He takes away the first system in order to set up the second. 10 It is in connection with this will that we 
have been separated for Yah and made holy, once and for all, through the offering of Yeshua the Messiah’s 
body. 11 Now every cohen stands every day doing his service, offering over and over the same sacrifices, 
which can never take away sins. 12 But this one, after He had offered for all time a single sacrifice for sins, sat 
down at the right hand of Elohim, 13 from then on to wait until His enemies be made a footstool for His 
feet. 14 For by a single offering He has brought to the goal for all time those who are being set apart for Elohim 
and made holy. 15 And the Ruach HaKodesh too bears witness to us; for after saying, 16 “‘This is the covenant 
which I will make with them after those days,’ says ADONAI": ‘I will put my Torah on their hearts, and write it on 
their minds,’”lIn verse 16 he quotes Jer. 31:33 " I will put my Torah on their hearts, and write it on their 
minds,’  
Hebr. 10:17-22 He then adds, ‘And their sins and their wickednesses I will remember no more.’ 18 Now 
where there is forgiveness for these, an offering for sins is no longer any [physical offering] needed. [Because 
the sacrificed body of Yeshua is ever before the throne of Yah, so those who teach the re-instatement of 
physical sacrifices are teaching the doctrine of devils. Teaching that Yeshua's sacrifice is not sufficient and we 
need to go back to physical sacrifices on a physical altar] 19 So, brothers, we have confidence to use the way 
into the Holiest Place opened by the blood of Yeshua. 20 He inaugurated [as High Priest] it for us as a new and 
living way [we now offer our own lives as living sacrifices] through the parokhet, by means of his flesh. 21 
We also have a great cohen over Yah's household [offering the spiritual sacrifices prescribed by the law on our 
behalf]. 22 Therefore, let us approach the Holiest Place with a sincere heart, in the full assurance that comes 
from trusting [in the Passover] — with our hearts [the altar of Yah] sprinkled clean [by the blood of the 
Passover Lamb] from a bad conscience and our bodies washed with pure [living] water. (What's in brackets is 
commentary). 
OUR HEART IS THE "ALTAR OF YAH" IN HIS/OUR TEMPLE 
Rom. 12:1  "I exhort you, therefore, brothers, in view of Yah’s mercies, to offer yourselves as a sacrifice, 
living and set apart for Yah." This will please Him; it is the logical “Temple worship” for you".   
 There will never be another working altar in a Temple. We are now in covenant with Yeshua, the 
mediator, who offers the sacrifices (living sacrifices), representing us as the High Priest of the order of 
Melchizedek before Yah's throne. "It is finished", when Yeshua said those words He meant all the 
shadow pictures have been fulfilled by Him as the representative of Yahveh in Heaven.  
 To offer physical sacrifices to Yah after the destruction of the Temple once and for all, would be an insult 
to Dad. He allowed the Temple to be destroyed because the people were not getting the message of the 
physical sacrifices representing love and obedience to Him, the point of all the sacrifices. 
1Kgs. 9:6-9 But if you turn away from following me, you or your children, and do not observe my mitzvot and 
regulations which I have set before you, and go and serve other gods, worshipping them; 7 then I will cut off 
Isra’el from the land I have given them. This house, which I consecrated for my name, I will eject from my 
sight; and Isra’el will become an example to avoid and an object of scorn among all peoples. 8 This 
house, now so exalted — everyone passing by will gasp in shock at the sight of it and will ask, ‘Why has 
ADONAI done this to this land and to this house?’ 9 But the answer will be, ‘It’s because they abandoned 
ADONAI their Elohim, who brought their ancestors out of the land of Egypt, and took hold of other gods, 
worshipping and serving them; this is why ADONAI brought all these calamities on them.’  
FUTURE PROPHETIC?? 
 Here, Yah reveals to Yermeyahu that He will reject the Temple consecrated in His name. Could this be 
prophetic, something that has occurred several times already? 
Jer. 7:4-14 Don’t rely on that deceitful slogan,‘The temple of ADONAI, the temple of ADONAI — these 
[buildings] are the temple of ADONAI.’ 5 No, but if you really improve your ways and actions; if you really 
administer justice between people; 6 if you stop oppressing foreigners, orphans and widows; if you stop 
shedding innocent blood in this place; and if you stop following other gods, to your own harm; 7 then I will let 
you stay in this place, in the land I gave to your ancestors forever and ever. 8 Look! You are relying on deceitful 
words that can’t do you any good. 9 First you steal, murder, commit adultery, swear falsely, offer to Ba‘al 
and go after other gods that you haven’t known. 10 Then you come and stand before me in this house 
that bears my name and say, “We are saved” — so that you can go on doing these abominations! 11 
Do you regard this house, which bears My name, as a cave for bandits? I can see for myself what’s going 
on,” says ADONAI. 12 Go to the place in Shiloh that used to be Mine, that used to bear My name, and see 
what I did to it because of the wickedness of My people Isra’el. 13 I spoke to you again and again, but you 
wouldn’t listen. I called you, but you wouldn’t answer. Now,” says ADONAI, “because you have done all these 
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things, 14 I will do to the house that bears My name, on which you rely, and to the place I gave you and your 
ancestors, what I did to Shiloh;" Even back in the days of Yermeyahu Yah warned us about Temples. 
Jer. 24:9 "Everywhere I drive them I will make them an object of horror, repulsive to all the kingdoms of 
the earth, a disgrace, a byword, a laughingstock and a curse;" Isn't this exactly what has happened to the 
Orthodox Jews?  

DASYD MINISTRY  "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Jan/23) 
Excerpt from the RBS Book, plus. 
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